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Comprehensive vending solutions

The Vision range offers a complete snack, food and other products vending solution while guaranteeing an optimal usage of the available space. Manufactured with the most robust materials, these models include an extra large soft delivery elevator bucket. It features EASYFLEX, an exclusive flexible extraction system. The channels are adaptable to almost any product and packaging thanks to the innovative Jofemar design, which significantly increases the overall vending capacity. Optionally, a banknote reader and telemetry can be fitted.

COMBOPLUS. Suitable for cold drinks, chocolates, sandwiches and healthy food items as it is equipped with a bespoke cooling unit that controls evenly the temperature inside the vendor. Features a soft delivery product elevator.

MULTISELLER. The perfect machine to vend high ticket items and/or sensitive products. Features a product elevator that delivers at a waist-height point.

SNACKPLUS. The vending machine with most features in the market. An ambient machine with an optimum footprint/capacity ratio that makes it the best solution for retailers for loss prevention and operators to offer snacks, non convetional items and PPEs.

EASYCOMBO. 30% more capacity than a standard machine, features a refrigerated cabinet with different temperature areas offering an innovative way of selling FMCG products in just one machine.

VISION E-S/ VISION E-S PLUS. Slave vendors (with and without extra large elevator bucket) to significantly increase the number of channels and storage capacity as they can be connected to a master machine or to a master payment module. Ambient version is available for both vendors.

PAYMENT POD. Side detached master module to control up to a combination of 4 slave vendors type Vision ES and/or Vision ES Plus.
FEATURES
- Flexible setup and programming. Its channel adjustment system allows incorporating new products at any time without using tools.
- FIFO (First In First Out) System. Continuous renewal with the freshest product. Product dispensing according to loading order.
- Adjustable motor torque for each selection.
- Continuous performance self-testing.
- Health timer to prevent selling of out-of-date product.
- Programmable expiration date by selection or channel.
- LED lighting with on/off programming.
- Energy-saving LED lighting.
- Available with MDB or Executive vending protocols.

CREDIT MANAGEMENT
- Advanced coin mechanism payment system with five return tubes for up to five different coin values.
- T15 coin validator with the most reliable fraud-prevention systems.

PROGRAMMING
- General on site programming with the machine's keyboard and the LCD screen messages.
- Telemetry by GSM or GPRS modem using the Jofemar Vending Track software. Includes data accounting, sales, incidences, prices, programming options or SMS to mobile phones in case of sold out products.

OPTIONS
- Banknote reader.
- Jofemar J130 card/key reader or any card reader that uses the MDB protocol.
- Pop-up billboard advertisement. Extensible panel with the elevator movement in the ComboPlus and Multiseller models.
- Vandal-proof coin entry option.
- Microwave ovens detached column for master machines. Self-activated when a product has been dispensed from the master machine. Individually heating time is programmed per selection.

### COMBOPLUS  |  MULTISELLER  |  SNACKPLUS  |  EASYCOMBO  |  VISION E-S  |  VISION E-S PLUS  |  PAYMENT POD + E-S PLUS
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
**Temperature**<br>Under 5°C<br>Room temperature<br>Room temperature<br>Under 5°C<br>With/Without cooling unit<br>-
**Maximum capacity**
- 8 trays of up to 7 channels
- 8 trays of up to 7 channels
- 8 trays of up to 7 channels and 2 trays of up to 7 channels
- 6 trays of up to 10 channels and 2 trays of up to 7 channels
- 6 trays of up to 10 channels and 2 trays of up to 7 channels
- 8 trays of up to 10 channels
- 8 trays of up to 10 channels in the machine
**Elevator**
- Yes
- Yes
- No
- No
- No
- Yes
- Yes
**Size (mm)**
- 1,830 x 803 x 935
- 1,830 x 803 x 970
- 1,830 x 803 x 935
- 1,830 x 803 x 970
- 1,830 x 1,043 x 970
**Weight**
- 325 kg
- 296 kg
- 268 kg
- 297 kg
- 297 kg
- 325 kg
- -
**Energy supply**
- 230 V, 50 Hz*
**Cooling unit**
- CFC-free R-134a
- No
- No
- CFC-free R-134a
- Optional
- Optional
- Optional (in machine)

---
*Check for other voltages.